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Alstone launched an exclusive range of premium 
exterior and interior cladding solutions called 
'Louvers'. Louvers give a personal touch of 

elegance and finesse. With versatile multi-application 
possibilities  it's truly 'Limitless as your imagination'. A 
new high-tech concept for your home or office surfaces 
that's going to change the way buildings look forever.

 Why Alstone Louvers?Why Alstone Louvers?

Easy installation, Maintenance free, super strong, many 
colour options, fire redundant, termite and rust proof.

 Is Alstone Louvers are 100% maintenance free?Is Alstone Louvers are 100% maintenance free?

Louvers are considered for easier installation offering 
100% maintenance free application. It further enhances 
the beauty and life of your homes or offices. Comes in a 
range of attractive colours and textures Alstone Louvers 
minimizes the need for expensive paints or other anti-
corrosion measures. It's a one-stop-solution for those 
looking for sophistication and elegance.

ALSTONE LAUNCHES 
PREMIUM EXTERIOR / INTERIOR CLADDING 

SOLUTIONS CALLED 'LOUVERS'
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 How it enhance entire house with Louvers exterior and How it enhance entire house with Louvers exterior and 
interior application? interior application? 

There are manifolds of Louvers with the respect to 
utilisation such as Exterior Cladding,Exterior Cladding, Cladding is a dual-
purpose external finishing method that resembles a 
covering or an extra non-load bearing layer. It not only 
protects the building's interiors from the elements, but 
it also adds a beautiful and appealing exterior to the 
structure, and the same goes with Interior Cladding.Interior Cladding.

Louvers   allow architects to do with new inventiveness 
like Balcony Cladding,Balcony Cladding, which inspires amalgamation with 
urban and airflow design. Louvers can enhance your 
whole place without any other material and serve you 
with a minimalist design. As we mentioned the whole 
place includes  Roof CladdingRoof Cladding  because louvers has the 
advantage of building the structure entirely.

Louvers furnish your entire house ornamental, therefore 
it provides the service of CanopyCanopy design as well. Is there 
anything left? Certainly,  Fence and RailingFence and Railing  are also 
included when it comes to building the entire furnish 
structure. Louvers propound such vivid pictures to 
construct an ideal place.

 Alstone Louvers offer wide range of Colours and hues.Alstone Louvers offer wide range of Colours and hues.

Louvers provide various propounds in terms of hues and 
selection for different sections.

Exterior CladdingExterior Cladding  requires a particular colour, 
therefore Louvers provide colours such as  Armani Armani 

GreyGrey and Wenge. Armani GreyWenge. Armani Grey considers panelling with 
hints of slate for an awe-inspiring look. On the contrary, 
Wenge colour provides taupe shade to create a sleek, 
urbane look.

Louvers provide the notion of different colours for 
the  Interior Cladding  Interior Cladding  such as  Royal TeakRoyal Teak  which is an 
amalgamation of rich, and subtle shades of almond and 
radiates warmth.

NovacentopineNovacentopine  colour provides a charisma of rustic 
shade.  Black SilverBlack Silver  comes with blades of raven black 
and muted silver and gives you a classic glance. Coffee Coffee 
Silver,Silver,  Coffee bars with a touch of silver that work 
together to create a sophisticated look.

Louvers come up with Shadow GreyShadow Grey for Fence & Railings, 
Shadow Grey embraces contrast with charcoal for a 
glossy, refined aesthetic. Lauvers present another hue 
for Roof Cladding,  Dark TeakDark Teak  offers chocolate brown 
mesh with shades of mahogany.

Lauvers give another hue for a wall panel that is Oxford Oxford 
Cherry,Cherry, which is a vibrant cherry red with a mahogany 
texture for walls that stand out.

ABOUT ALSTONE
Alstone with its corporate office in New Delhi has been 
designing and manufacturing ACP sheets since 2004. 
With 18+ years of prodigious experience and reliability 
makes it a noteworthy company.   Alstone's diverse 
design collection and ongoing product development 
ensure that their clients' demands are fulfilled. Alstone 
is a leading producer of High Pressure Laminate (HPL) 
&Fire Rated Composite Panel in India. Alstone has a 
state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Dehradun. It 
already delivered over 500 million sq. Ft of ACP in last 
18 years. Alstone has strong and meticulous network of 
15 warehouses, combining offices, and 400 dealers and 
distributors across the country.


